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Franke expands
the Active Plus
Soap Dispenser
range

New colourway in Caple’s
Geotech collection
Caple’s Geotech have added a new colourway, Mink, to four of their collections.

Franke has extended its Active Plus
Soap Dispenser collection with the
introduction of a chic SilkSteel finish.

The Active Plus Soap Dispenser in SilkSteel
finish gives a neat, chic and ultra-streamlined
look which complements an array of styles in
the kitchen. Compatible with all types of work
surfaces, the Active Plus Soap Dispenser is the
perfect partner to support good hand hygiene in
the kitchen and throughout the home.
Franke’s Active Plus soap dispensers are
available in five stylish finishes of Matt Black,
Smoked Chrome, Brass and as well as classic
Chrome and the new SilkSteel finish. The choice
of finishes and simple styling means it can sit
happily next to any tap from Franke’s extensive
portfolio, but it co-ordinates in particular with
the Active Plus, Active Plus Pull-Out Spray,
Neptune, Krios and Orlando tap ranges.
It stands at just 65mm high above the
worksurface and has an easy-to-operate pump
action for all liquid soaps, while below the
counter sits a 300ml refillable bottle which can
help reduce plastic waste consumption.
Further information is available from kal.ie

The new mink colourway means that Caple
now offers six colour options across its Sotera,
Canis, Veis and Leesti ranges.
Mink brings an earthy tone to the heart
of the home, adding a sense of bringing the
outside in, and joins desert sand, which has a
warm, natural finish. The anthracite and black
are infused with a sparkling metallic fleck and
chalk white features a fresh, clean look for
every kitchen. Pebble grey and grey offer ontrend, cool tones to complete this stylish colour
variation.
Product manager Luke Shipway explains:
‘We have introduced mink to four ranges,
which are from our signature granite

composite Geotech collection. Not only is every
model extremely resistant to daily use but there
are now even more colour options to choose
from to add a personal touch to your kitchen
design.
‘Geotech comprises of around 80 per cent
natural materials and it’s highly durable,
making it the perfect choice for a busy kitchen.
You can feel confident your sink will retain
its vibrant finish, it should not permanently
stain if cleaned regularly and it’s both cut and
scratch-resistant. Energy consumption, during
the manufacturing process, is also kept to a
minimum.’
For more information visit: pottercowan.com

Heritage brass launches new range
Introducing the new Signac Collection from Heritage Brass.
Leading, luxury architectural and electrical
brass hardware brand, Heritage Brass has
announced the launch of its new Signac
collection. A capsule collection comprising of
round rose door handles, elongated cabinet
handles and circular cupboard knobs, Signac
ensures a seamless finish in interiors.
Suited to both modern and traditional
abodes, choose from an array of exquisite
details within each product range to perfectly
complement bedrooms, kitchens and bathrooms
of all styles. From the beautifully smooth

appearance of the Phoenix design, to the
textured ribbed appeal of the Spectral range,
simply combine the design of choice with its
matching counterpart for an eye-catching final
touch to any space.
Available in seven striking finishes, including
Polished Nickel and Satin Brass, there’s a
complementary colour to suit all interior
schemes.
Bringing unparalleled elegance into interiors,
the new Signac collection from Heritage Brass
by M. Marcus, ensures a high-quality stand-out

finish, simply pair with electrical sockets and
switches in matching shades to create a truly
cohesive and sleek interior to admire.
For more information visit
m-marcus.com/heritage-brass

